The Multi-Spectral Solar Telescope Array (MSSTA) is a sounding rocket-borne observatory composed of a set of normalincidence multilayer-coated telescopes that obtained selected bandpass spectroheliograms (44A -1550A) of the Solar atmosphere. These spectroheliograms were recorded on specially fabricated XUV and FUV 70mm Kodak film. Rocket launches of this instrument payload took place in 1991 (MSSTA 1) and 1994 (MSSTA II) at the White Sands Missile Test Range in New Mexico, sponsored by the NASA sounding rocket experiment program. Immediately prior to the 1994 launch, visible light focusing tests of each telescope were performed in-situ using a 195 1 Standard Air Force High Resolution Testtarget, to measure optical resolution performance. We determined that the MSSTA II telescopes performed at diffractionlimited resolutions down to 0.70 arc-second at visible wavelengths. Based on these measurements, we calculated an upperbound to the focusing errors that incorporate the sum of all uncorrelated system resolution errors that affect resolution performance. Coupling these upper-bound estimates with the in-band diffraction limits, surface scattering errors and payload pointing jitter, we demonstrate that eleven of nineteen MSSTA II telescopes -having negligible figures of focus errors in comparison to the corresponding visible diffraction limits -performed at sub arc-second resolution at their operational FUV/EUV/XUV wavelengths during flight. We estimate the in-band performance down to 0.14 0.08 second of arc.
INTRODUCTION
The use of Multilayer optics for high resolution imaging ( 1 arcsecond) at FUV, EUV and soft x-ray wavelengths is a technique that is now standard in spectroheliograph observations of the solar atmosphere. This technology has been pioneered and independently developed by two main research consortia whose initial observations were performed on sounding rocket flights on 23 groups were the first to record -4 arc-second narrow bandpass spectroheliograms using normal-incidence, multilayer optics. The thin film deposition techniques of multilayers have been developed independently by Spiller, 46 and Barbee. 8 In the 1987 flight, Walker et al. reported an in-band resolution of -1 .1 arc-second performance of a 173A Cassegrain telescope on the Stanford-Marshall Space Flight Center Spectroheliograph (Stanford-MSFC-LLNL) payload. In a follow-on flight of the Normal-incidence X-ray Telescope (NIXT) in 1989 by Golub et al.9 (Harvard-Smithsonian-IBM), a resolution performance of '-M.75 arc-second was reported with the 63.5A Ritchey-Chrétien recorded observations. In the former, it was reported that resolution performance of the 173A Cassegrain was limited to optic figure errors; while in the latter, film resolution measurements at soft x-ray wavelengths were considered the limitation on resolution. In both cases, a detailed analysis or Table 2 . MSSTA II: flight telescopes. This payload had 5 more telescopes than the first flight, but covered the same total wavelength range of44 -1550A.
In an earlier report we presented preliminary results of optical resolution measurements for the MSSTA Ii telescopes that had been made using photographic reproductions of a Standard 195 1 Air Force High Resolution Test-target. 17 The present report is a follow-up to that analysis where we have re-analyzed those measurements, expanding our earlier study. Hence, we report on the same measured resolution tests of the MSSTA II payload telescopes. Design considerations and fabrication ofthe MSSTA instruments are discussed in previous publications by Walker et a!. 18 d Hoover et al. 19 • For a complete description and report of the calibration measurements, i.e., optical characteristics, response functions and efficiency performance for all telescopes' mirrors, filters and photographic films from both flights we refer the reader to earlier studies by: Hoover et al., 20 Barbee et a!., 21 Deforest et a!., 22 The Ritchey-Chrdtien telescopes are the largest of the MSSTA payload. They are two-mirror telescopes with hyperboloid optical elements. The mirrors are held in place in their cells with a vacuum compatible Dow Coming Silastic RTV which also allows for dissipation of small motions introduced during rocket-launch vibrational loading of upto 18 g's.
To minimize changes in mirror separation, the optical benches were constructed of graphite fiber in an epoxy resin matrix, a material that has several desirable properties; most notably, strength, durability and light weight.
Earlier theoretical design trade-studies by Hadaway et a!.
revealed that the Ritchey-Chrétien telescopes could obtain spatial resolutions of better than 0.3 arc-second over a 48 arc-mm field of view at 1216A (with careful control of all terms affecting resolution, a resolution of 0. 1 arc-second appears as a reasonable goal; 36 further, we note that because of the short wavelength at which the MSSTA telescopes operate, diffraction is not the primary effect limiting resolution). The MSSTA II payload carried five Ritchey-Chrétien telescopes with mirrors coated to image bandpasses centered at 150, 193, 284, 304, and 1550A. A Short Ritchey-Chrétien telescope was also included in the payload and is capable of obtaining (diffraction-limited) resolutions of 0.24 arc-second at its operating wavelength of 1216A.
The two Cassegrain telescopes (with coated optics designed to reflect bandpasses around 173 and 21 lÀ) were both flown on the MSSTA I payload. The 173A telescope was flown on an earlier sounding-rocket flight payload, the StanfordMarshall Space Flight Center Rocket Spectroheliograph, launched on 1 805 UT October 23, 1987 . These Cassegrains are two-mirror telescopes with spherical optic elements, and when aligned and tested interferometrically, were found to be diffraction-limited at visible wavelengths. The maximum resolution, however, is limited to -0.5 arc-second due to geometric aberrations.
The remaining eleven Herschelian telescopes flown were designed to operate at 44.1, 54.7, 93.9, 143, 1 50, 1 80, 193, 211, and 284A. All were off-axis paraboloids cut out of larger mastered mirrors of varying focal lengths; each mirror designed to reflect its respective off-axis component of the solar image. The 1 80A telescope, which was a General Optics 1.5 inch concave sphere with a 2 meter radius of curvature was fabricated separately, and the multilayer coating for this optic was deposited at the MSFC by Palmer Peters a few weeks prior to launch. 38 All other substrate mirrors were fabricated by Baker Consulting and subsequently multilayer deposited at LLNL's Materials Science Laboratory by Troy Barbee, Jr., the exceptions being the Ritchey-Chrdtien 1216A and 1550A mirrors which were coated by Acton Research Corporation. The FUV transmission filters were also manufactured by Acton Research while the EUV and XUV filters were fabricated by Forbes Powell of Luxel Corporation.
2.1.
Interferometric Focusing Measurements A few weeks prior to flight we tested the two Cassegrain and three of the six Ritchey-Chrétien telescopes interferometrically, for position of best focus, at the MSFC. The 284 and 1216A telescopes were unavailable for testing during this period and the 1 550A telescope required special handling, as described later in this section. A Zygo PTI Fizeau interferometer, using a Helium-Neon laser (6328A) as its coherent light source, produced interferograms which were captured with a frame grabber (installed on an IBM-AT personal computer). These interferograms were then analyzed with the "MicroFringe 3.1" code. Because of the existence of the central obscuration, spider mount and multilayer sector boundaries on these telescopes, the interferogram contained many artifacts which the MicroFringe code was unable to recognize, and so the interference patterns were digitized manually. The entire set up was laid out on a 5' x 9' Microflat granite table. With a precision (1/20 wave) flat reference mirror reflecting the beam back through the optical system under test, each fringe in the interferogram represents a 1/2 wave of wavefront deformation. After moving the flat mirror to the point where MicroFringe 3 .1 reported the flattest wave front, that position was then used as the position of best focus and, therefore, the camera film plane. The position of best focus for each telescope was found repeatably to within 0.025 mm. A sample curve of the measured Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) for the 1 50A Ritchey-Chrétien telescope, as calculated from its interferogram, is shown in Figure 1 . For the Ritchey-Chrdtien (and Cassegrain) telescopes, a normalized spatial frequency of unity represents a diffraction-limited resolution of 1.25 arc-second (and 2.5 arc-second, at 6328A). Given these results, we expect the telescopes to be able to achieve the sub arc-second resolution at their respective operational wavelengths, based on diffraction-limited-only performance (when ignoring scattering effects, aberrations, source photon noise, pointing jitter, film noise, and thermal exposure). These calculations served as a base-line for the photographic tests later performed at the launch site just prior to flight and described in Section 11.2.
The 1550A Ritchey-Chrétien telescope was coated by Acton Research Corporation with a dielectric layer stack that has such a low reflectivity at the red He-Ne laser line that the multi-pass interferometer was unable to record an interference pattern and for this reason was not measured utilizing this technique. Hence, the conventional knife-edge test was performed instead. This test has a somewhat lower accuracy in determining the position of best focus; however the 1550A RitcheyChrétien telescope operates at such a long wavelength that the depth of focus of the system is significantly greater than for the EUV and XUV instruments which can in part, compensate for some of the lost accuracy. 19 The remaining RitcheyChrétien telescopes could not be tested interferometrically and were not focused until just prior to flight at the launch site, due to time and fmancial constraints. 
2.2.
Pre-ifight Alignment and Focusing
All the telescopes were transported to the White Sands Missile Test Range, placed into the MSSTA II payload, and integrated with their cameras and electronics. Figure 2 depicts the positioning of each telescope as seen looking into the coaligned apertures from the front of the payload. Each telescope was aligned and focused onto a predesignated camera; with the exception of three cameras: #4, #10 and #14, which had two or three telescopes focused onto their film planes. To aid in aligning their optical axes, a 16-inch Schmidt-Cassegrain collimator with a 180-inch focal length (manufactured by Diffraction Limited, Inc.) was used to illuminate the payload. This collimator was aligned and focused using a six inch cube's corner retro-reflector while a 10 arc-second pinhole was placed in its object plane. After one of the Ritchey-Chrétien telescopes was chosen as the "master" telescope and aligned in parallel to the central long axis of the payload, the collimator was aimed such that the pinhole was projected from the collimator and found exactly in the center of the "master" telescope's field of view. The remaining telescopes were subsequently aimed such that they too were imaging the pinhole in the center of their fields of view (for cameras #4, #10 and #14 the pinhole was aligned elsewhere in the field of view due to the factthat these cameras were recording images from more than one off-axis Herschelian telescope on the same frame of film). This procedure aligned the telescopes to within one minute of arc.
To accurately point our payload toward the sun, Lockheed's Solar Pointing Attitude Rocket Control Systems (SPARCS) provided us with a Miniature Acquisition Sun Sensor (MASS) and two Lockheed Intermediate Sun Sensors (LISS). These sensors, combined, would send signals to the reaction control systems enabling our payload to acquire and track the sun to within 1 arc-second accuracy, and maintain pointing stability (jitter) to within 0.1 arc-second. Because the LISS operates such that its entrance window is perpendicular to its optical axis, aligning it to our telescopes merely required centering the reflection of the pinhole from the sensor in the collimator while our "master" telescope also had the pinhole centered in its field of view. The MASS, however, required collimated sunlight to illuminate both types of sensors. When the LISS output a zero correction signal, the MASS was aligned by tilting it (using thin metal shims) until it also output a zero correction signal.
To perform 'in-the-field' focusing measurements, a Standard 195 1 Air Force High Resolution Test-target was placed in the object plane of the collimator. A Gaertner traveling microscope, fitted with a razor blade in its image plane obscuring part of its field of view, was then used to view the image of the resolution test-target produced by each telescope. The position of best focus was chosen to be the location of the razor blade where the microscope showed the sharpest image. We were able to reproduce this position to within .02 mm. After the cameras were mounted with their film planes in the correct position, photographs were taken of the resolution test-target at varying exposures. We present two sample test-target images in Figure 3 to illustrate the overall visible light focusing measurements of the telescopes. Originally, due to the lower accuracy of this test, this method of focusing was only performed on the fourteen telescopes that were not or could not be interferometrically tested at the MSFC. After the payload had been vibration tested however, it was found that three ofthe secondary mirrors of the Ritchey-Chrdtiens had moved (those of the 193A , 284A and 304A telescopes), and so the mirrors were repositioned manually. These telescopes were then re-focused with the traveling microscope, as described previously. Due to the time constraint of the scheduled launch and limited resources, we were unable to devote more attention to carefully align and focus all telescopes to within diffraction-limited performance, as was discovered later during our resolution image analyses. 
POST-FLIGHT TEST-TARGET RESOLUTION ANALYSES
Our initial resolution performance results 17 were based on viewing the resolution test-target images recorded on film under a microscope to determine which bar-sets in the horizontal and vertical positions were "resolvable". We were able to infer the corresponding angular resolution for each telescope based on a-priori knowledge of the bar-set geometries, as they are well defined and purportedly calibrated. Although this method is a sound approach in theory, it proved to be inaccurate due to some subjectivity and lack of superior measurement instrumentation. It also did not provide for a way to detect and quantify more accurately errors due to mirror tilt and misalignment, geometric aberrations, and film noise; which contribute to focusing errors. Hence, it proved to be a less rigorous approach, and we decided that a more accurate measurement was required. We determined therefore, that we had to measure the bar-set geometry (line spacings) directly and divide it by the telescope's focal length to obtain the telescope's true angular resolution as measured in visible light. In order to measure the film resolution target geometries, two methods of measurement were employed -the first, was by measuring carefully, calibrated, digitized reproductions of the resolution test-target images; and the second, was from direct line-space measurements of the bar-sets utilizing a line-width measuring microscope. Both approaches proved to be very accurate and reliable methods for measuring resolution performance.
3.1.
Digitization Measurement Procedure
In order to digitally reproduce the images we needed to utilize an instrument capable of ultra-high-resolution at a spatial scale near 5p on a pixel, and with at least 12-bits of A/D dynamic range. The instrument that was chosen for our study is one that is located at the Image Processing Systems Laboratory of the Space Science and Astrophysics Division at the MSFC in Huntsville, Alabama. The instrument is an Ektron Model 1412 Digital Imaging Camera System, connected to a National Instruments NI-488 IEEE-488 Nubus Interface Card installed on an Apple Macintosh Quadra 950 computer. On this computer we used version 3.0 of the Adobe Photoshop® software co-installed with the Ektron 1400-series Plug-in Module (v2.0) to monitor and control the Ektron digitizer and manipulate data output. All image data was saved in Tag Image File Format (TIFF) onto Compact Discs, and transferred to Stanford University for analysis.
The CCD device in the Ektron camera is a "scanning" linear array composed of 4096 pixels, each measuring (5 x 7)t in size, with a 2j.t pitch separation. (We say, "scanning" because it scans continuously within small steps using a stepper motor.) To take advantage of this spatial resolution we had to use a lens system on the camera that would allow accurate reproduction at a magnification scale of 1 :1 or greater. We selected the Nikon 200mm Micro-Nikkor f/4 AF (auto focus) lens, which provides 1 : 1 reproduction at a fixed minimum distance of 493.8mm from object-to-image planes. Coupling the lens with a Nikon PK-13 Extension Ring allowed us increased magnification by effectively increasing the focal length of the lens system by 27.5mm and imaging onto the CCD array behind the nominal focal plane. For this analysis, the use of extension rings proved unnecessary as the resolution capability of the Ektron Camera with the 200mm Nikon lens proved to be sufficient for most measurements, and in the cases where it did not we simply utilized a Nikon Measurescope (microscope) to measure test-target line-widths directly. Another reason we did not utilize the extension rings was that they intensified jitter effects detected during short integration time scans, that were due to the 'hanging' vertical positioning of lens and camera over the object plane. Hence, by adding the ring one effectively increases the length of the lens which translates to a larger pendulum swing for any vibration in the system, resulting in a magnified jitter effect seen in the digitized reproduction.
To calibrate and measure the resolution capability of the Ektron-Nikon digitizer system we also used a Standard 1951 Air Force High Resolution Test-target. This target was first measured (i. e. , all line-width sets 0-1 through 7-6) using a Nikon Model II Measurescope connected to a Boecker Instruments MICROCODE II Digital Counter; which in turn had been calibrated using a standard line-width measuring target made by Graticules Ltd. of Kent, England. The repeatability of the Measurescope was found to be (±3c). Figure 4 shows the Ektron-Nikon digitized image of the calibrated AF high resolution test-target. The measured resolution capability of the digitizer was observed down to line pairs 6-3 (horizontal) and 6-1 (vertical), corresponding to an average CCD pixel size of 6.34i (± 0.25 p., at 1:1 magnification.
Diffraction and Measured Resolution
Angular resolution, is typically defined according to the standard Rayleigh Diffraction Criterion which places two "resolvable" objects at a well defined angular separation of (1) = 1.22 where A is the wavelength of light measuring the objects' separation imaged by a thin lens of aperture diameter, D. This defmition is by no means an absolute measure of angular resolution but it is convenient as it places the center of one object's Airy disk onto the first zero of the adjoining object's Airy disk, thus providing a well-defined metric for "resolving" two objects at a given separation (Figure 5a ). Given this definition however, it is conceivable that an optical system can outperform this metric as it is not necessary to utilize the Rayleigh Criterion for defming the resolvability of two objects. In the case of the Ritchey-Chrétien 150A telescope for example, the diffraction-limit angular resolution, QRejgh()) 1.13 arc-second, at 5700A, and the measured visible light values were found to be 0.70 and 0.94 arc-sec (for line pairs 5-4 and 5-3, respectively).
The digitized reproductions of the AF high resolution test-target allows us to define resolvability of the MSSTA II telescopes by simply mapping the intensity profiles across two corresponding bar-sets in a test-target image that demonstrate the minimal "Rayleigh-like" curve characteristics, allowing us to measure the peak-to-peak separation of a resolution curve. This number is then divided by the focal length of the telescope which results in determination of the measured angular resolution ofthe telescope. In other words, the measured resolution, Qm' 5 (2) where 6x is the peak-to-peak spatial separation of the resolution bar sets (in au), and f is the telescope's focal length (in ji) This method was also utilized to determine the digitizer's resolution performance, as plotted in Figure 5 (b). In Figure 6 , we illustrate the intensity profiles for two of the Ritchey-Chrétien telescopes -the 1 50A and the 1 550A instruments, and in Table 3 we present the visible resolution measurements for all MSSTA II telescopes.
We see from Table 3 that the measured performance for some telescopes are better than the predicted theoretical diffraction limit. In some cases the measurements are to within experimental error, but in those where it is not we can attribute the difference to the measurement not being exactly based on the defmition of the Rayleigh Criterion as discussed previously (cf Eq. 1). We note from the criterion that two Airy peaks can be moved closer together and still be resolved, with no loss of generality to the theoretical definition (c.f Figure 5 (a) ). We believe this to be the case here as can be seenby the ratio of the valleys to peaks in the profiles of 
t).
Notice that the peak-to-peak separation ofboth bar-sets are equal.
3.2.
Microscope Line-Width Measurement Procedure
The procedure to measure target resolution line-widths using the Nikon Measurescope is straight forward. The objective is to measure the peak-to-peak separation between lines in a barely resolvable bar-set on the film. Since the magnification of the Measurescope was sufficiently powerful to achieve this task it was unlikely that any large degree of subjectivity in the measurement played a role, and hence this error is relatively small; we estimate, no more than accuracy. The principle error in measurement came from the repeatability error of the instrument. As reported above, this error was determined to be 1 z (±3 a). Although this proved to be the more accurate method of resolution measurement, it was not utilized for measuring all target film data. The chief purpose of using this instrument was to calibrate the high resolution test-target which in turn was used to calibrate the Ektron-Nikon digitizer system which we used for image digitization of all resolution target films, and, MSSTA I and MSSTA II solar spectroheliograms. This was a necessary procedure as it is critical for us to have a solid understanding of the errors involved in the digitization process, as well as to have a well calibrated measure ofthe digital pixel size, and an estimate ofthe digitizer's PSF.
Initial measurements reported by Gore et a!. 17 proved to be about a factor 2 higher in some cases than the current figures in Table 3 . This discrepancy is due to the fact that the resolution target films for each telescope were never measured directly with a line-width measuring microscope as was done in this study. Also, the magnification of the microscope used in the earlier measurements proved to be insufficient and gave a strong level of subjectivity to interpretation -due to human observation of which line-pairs looked resolved, coupled with simple optics geometry considerations. This technique led to inaccurate conclusions and did not give us a clear understanding of what possible focusing errors were present. The current analysis however, provides a method to quantify these measurements and demonstrate results that meet the most important goal of the MSSTA mission -i.e. , to obtain experimentally, the highest angular resolution spectroheliograms in FUV, EUV and soft X-ray wavelengths. 
IMAGE DIGITIZATION MODEL
The final step in the analysis was to insure that the above measuring technique was correct, and to understand in detail the digitization process. Hence, we modeled the procedure that produces a digitized image, beginning from the point where an image enters the telescope aperture to the point when it is recorded on the digital detector (Ektron CCD camera). In Figure 7 we depict this process schematically. The model we determined accurately predicts the physical digitization process of a resolution test-target image (or solar spectroheliogram image) from beginning to end.
In the first step of Figure 7 , f(x,y), the resolution test-target image (or solar image) plane wave, enters the telescope aperture. It then convolves with the point-spread function (PSF) of the telescope, h(x,y), to generate the image, g(x,y), before it strikes the film. However, in order to account for errors such as payload jitter, film noise, scatter, and photon Shot noise, we add gaussian noise, nj('x,y), to the image to produce k(x,y), the image that is actually recorded onto the film. The next step involves the digitization of the film image. Here the film image is first convolved with a sampling function (or Shah function, 2111(x,y)) 0, S(x-x1,y-y), which produces a sampled image, I(x1,y); that depicts accurately the quantization of an image by a CCD. Finally, to account for CCD noise (electronic Shot noise, thermal noise, 1/fnoise, etc. 41) and jitter due to the scanner stepper motor and the cooling fans of the light source sitting below the film sample, we add noise, fld(Xj,Y),to produce the digitized image, f(x1, y3), that is written as 8-bit (or 16-bit) TIFF data. In applying this model to the resolution test-target patterns we see in Figure 8 that indeed we obtain results that are comparable to what we determined above when measuring the intensity profiles across barely-resolvable test-target bar-sets ( Figure 6 ). This lends confidence to our interpretation of the test-target profile measurements.
We note that actual film digitization of a spectroheliogram involves two PSF convolution steps -the first is the object image convolved with a MSSTA telescope and the second is the film image convolved with the Ektron-Nikon digitizer camera. Since we make the simplifying assumption that the system response is spatially invariant, or equivalently, isoplanatic -this allows us to model the digitization process as a single PSF convolution; which is true for linear imaging systems. Hence, we are able to incorporate the PSF response of both the MSSTA telescopes and the digitizer camera as a single PSF response in our model. Although not measured, we know from earlier theoretical analyses that the MSSTA Ritchey-Chrdtien telescopes' system response are linear; hence, as the PSF is isoplanatic over a field of view of -..48 arcminutes our image model is viable. Spatial invariance was also observed over 85% of the total field-of-view of the Ektron-Nikon Digitizer system via flat-field digitization measurements. However, because we do not have true knowledge of each telescopes' operating wavelength PSF we can only estimate it using the current estimates provided in this analysis coupled with semi blind-iterative deconvolution techniques 4245 order to deconvolve the digitized solar images. In the present analysis we do not discuss the application of these techniques as we intend to report these findings in a separate study at a later date. We have observed that in some cases the PSF of a MSSTA telescope was greater than the PSF of the digitizer and hence dominate the focusing error of the digitized image reproduction. One such comparison is demonstrated in Figures 9  and 10 with digitizations of two of the spectroheliograms recorded simultaneously during the MSSTA II flight. Figure 9 is that of the Ritchey-Chrétien 1550A telescope (C IV ion plasma at -iO K), and Figure 10 is that of the small Herschelian telescope operating at 284A (Fe XV ion plasma at 3.2 x 106K). Both were recorded on Kodak 649 film which has a line resolution of 2000 lines/mm. It can be seen that the clarity of detail is much sharper in the C IV image while the Fe XV image is blurry and is slightly out of focus. From the above resolution measurements ( Table 3 ) we determined that the Ritchey-Chrétien 1550A telescope performed partially within its visible wavelength diffraction limit, while the Herschelian The digitization model begins from the top-left corner with a well-defmed bar-set. It is then convolved with a slightly elongated PSF (parallel in direction to the bars' length), noised (additively), then down-sampled, jittered and noised again (additively). Finally, from this down-sampled, noised image, we take the intensity profile across the width of the bar-set and obtain the expected result seen in the lower left-hand corner.
284A was roughly a factor of 2 greater than its expected visible wavelength performance. Because the visible light measurements for the Ritchey-Chrdtien 1550A telescope were near the visible diffraction limit, we estimate that the focus errors were negligible compared to the diffraction limit and hence that this telescope achieved sub arc-second resolution near its theoretically designed operating FUV wavelength of 0.31 arc-second (not including pointing jitter or film resolution). We conclude therefore, that the evidence of the observed visible light resolution measurements indicate that: 286 the performance of certain MSSTA II telescopes, at or near, their diffraction limit in visible wavelengths shows that any figure of focus errors were small compared to the visible light diffraction limit. Based on these measurements, we estimate that these telescopes performed at sub arc-second resolution at their respective operating bandpass. 
Thin Lens Optical Systems
In order to support the latter hypothesis we consider the following argument: we know that the Rayleigh Criterion (Section 3.1) is a consequence of classical electromagnetism and the Fourier properties of thin lenses. In the thin lens approximation the PSF is the Fourier transform of a plane wave that emanates from a point source placed at a distance satisfying the Fraunhofer diffraction condition.
The system PSF directly measures the highest spatial frequency response of the optics and, because the lens diameter D is finite, reproduction of all spatial frequencies embedded in the point source is also finite resulting in limited image reproduction. Therefore, in order to completely reproduce a point source we would require a lens of infinite diameter to render the angular resolution of the PSF, as given by Eq. (1), to equal zero as would be expected with a point source. However, because of the quantum nature of light and matter this definition for optical resolution is only partially correct as it accounts only for an ideal classical, diffraction-limited, linear optical system. In practice one must take other effects into account, such as: aberrations, pointing jitter, transmission screen (filter) variations, detector noise, photon noise and scattering for example -all of which alter the functional form of the system PSF over the image plane.
A photon, as it traverses through an optical system, will interact with each physical element (a mirror, lens, filter, detector, etc.) in such a way as to sufficiently alter its physical properties to produce a result that can be described by a series of independent random probability distributions. Because these interactions are often independent and uncorrelated to one another the end result must be the superposition of these independent events (each described by a probability distribution) and is therefore random. In the limit where the frequency of occurrence of a random process, N, is large (N ->oo), the resulting probability density function will tend toward a normal (Gaussian) distribution. Equivalently, the sum of a series of coincident probability densities will also tend toward a normal density distribution as N ->oo This result is the well known consequence of the Central Limit Theorem of statistics. 46 Hence, as N independent photons travel through an optical system, each physical interaction with the photon will produce a probability density distribution describing that interaction, with the resulting measured process behaving as a Gaussian random process of size N.
Linear Combination of Normal (LCN) Random Variables
If we consider n independent random variables, {x1 , x2 The consequence of the above is simply that if the X,s are normally distributed random variables, then so will Y be normally distributed with mean /ty and variance a. Eq (5) indicates that the expected variance of random variable Y is the sum of the expected variances for the individual random variable X, distributions.
5.3.

Image Resolution Error Budget
For an imaging optical system the resulting PSF can be approximated by a Gaussian distribution. This is true even in the limit where the system is purely diffraction limited with no focus figure errors -as the central lobe of the Airy function can be approximated by a 2-dimensional normal distribution. One standard measure of the width of a normal distribution is given by thefull-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM). The FWHM is related to the standard deviation, a, by (6) FWHM=2.35a.
In an optical system where the errors that affect focus are physically uncoupled and statistically uncorrelated to one another, without loss of generality, the a's in equations (3) - (5) can be set equal to one (as well as be absorbed into their respective o factor). This reduces eq (5) to the sum (7) Substituting eq (6) into (7), simply yields
The latter equation therefore states that the resulting FWHMY is the square root of the quadrature sum of all FWHM for independent random variable distributions, X. Interpreted in another manner, this states that for an optical system the resolution error budget is summed in quadrature for errors that are independent and uncorrelated, or equivalently, form a LCN random variables. Hence, at a given wavelength ) and radial field position r relative to the optical axis, the measured resolution, Qmfr, A) , fora telescope operating near its diffraction limit can be defined as the FWHM, given by (9) Q(r,A) = QRayleigh(") + e(r,A)
where QRayleigh(T)) is the expected diffraction-limited resolution (i.e. Rayleigh Criterion), and 0(r,A) is defined as the resolution focusing error which is the square-root-quadrature sum of all statistically uncorrelated errors, S (r, A) , affecting resolution at wavelength ). These errors can include: geometrical aberrations, transmission screen distortion, mirror tilt, optic misalignments, photon noise, source motion, pointing jitter and detector noise. In other words, E9(r, A, is (10) Ee(r,) = S(r,,) = j(r,A) + S(r,,) + ... + where the subscript 0 refers to each of the n uncorrelated random errors that contribute to the net resolution. Eq. (10) therefore, shows the error budget distribution of uncorrelated focusing errors in an optical system.
In a previous paper Walker et al.36 performed a theoretical trade study of the expected error budget for the MSSTA telescopes and found that the geometric aberrations and diffraction dominate the net resolution. In the present work we were unable to experimentally measure each of the optical system errors directly; however, we estimate an upper limit to the total resolution focusing error, 0(r,2), which comprises the root-sum-square of all errors affecting resolution. As described previously, the MSSTA II telescopes were aligned and focused on the ground at visible wavelengths just prior to launch. These measurements, Qm(r,A.,jsjb1e), listed in Table 3 , are described by Eq. (9). If, for every telescope, we subtract the corresponding square of the visible diffraction limit, QRaylejgh(r,)vjsjble), from the square of each measured value, Q (r, Avisible); then the square root of this difference yields an upper limit estimate of the resolution focusing error, EO'T)visib1e), for each telescope as measured in visible wavelengths. In other words, We assert that this error is an upper-bound estimate of the MSSTA II telescopes' resolution focus figure errors that largely include: geometric aberrations, mirror tilt and misalignments, and geometrical effects from the mismatch of off-axis mirror segments to their (originally) assigned film planes. (Such errors are optical system errors and are in fact, wavelength independent.) The latter effects were the dominant errors attributable to the large focusing errors measured for 13 of the 19 telescopes which did not achieve diffraction-limited performance. At visible wavelengths, these errors are significantly larger than those caused by scattering effects due to mirror surface imperfections and roughness or pointing jitter present during the visible light resolution tests. Further, the difference in measured resolution of orthogonal test-target line pairs was a consequence of mirror tilt and misalignment caused either during transport of the payload to the White Sands Missile Test Range facility or during pre-flight vibration testing which resulted in our having to manually re-align and re-focus three of the Ritchey-Chrétien telescopes without the aid of interferometric precision alignment.
5.4.
Effect of Multilayer Surface Imperfections on Resolution Performance
Zmek et a!. ' and Harvey et a!. 48 have modeled the impact of minor surface imperfections on image quality for multilayer mirrors operating at soft X-ray and EUV wavelengths. The power spectral density (PSD) of minor surface imperfections, a2(f,f) ,may be expanded as: 12 (12) a2(ff) + fy)]dxdy where z(x, y) represents the deviation of the real mirror from the surface of an ideal mirror at point (x, y); (f , i) represent spatial frequencies in Fourier space; and the integral is taken over the area, A , of the mirror. The quantity a2(f i) may be measured over specific frequency ranges using various techniques, as described by Spiller et al. 2, to provide an average surface roughness over some range of surface frequencies, if, (13) cY = 27rfa2(f)fdf.
Harvey et al. 48 divide the surface roughness into three spatial frequency domains, low frequency L' on the scale on millimeters or larger); high frequency microroughness, (c, on the scale of 0.0 1 microns or less); and mid-frequency roughness (aM). Microroughness degrades multilayer efficiency. However, because scattering at the various multilayer interfaces is uncorrelated, scattering by imperfection on this scale is attenuated by factor 1 I -IL, where L is the number of reflecting layers. The very high reflectivity at their respective working wavelengths indicates that this effect is small for our mirrors. Interferometric tests performed in earlier analyses by Hoover et al. demonstrate that figure errors are also small for the MSSTA mirrors. Control of mid-frequency surface roughness, then, becomes critical for the performance of normalincidence multilayer mirrors. Both Harvey et al. 48 and Spiller et al. 12 evaluate its effects. It is difficult to measure midfrequency surface roughness density as it is generally assumed that surface roughness scales as, bf where b is determined from surface microroughness measurements, and 2 a 3. The microroughness of our mirrors, aH -1-2 A RMS, is -3 times lower than the values selected by Harvey et a!. in their study; and, based on their analysis -85% of the energy from a point source will be within a circle of diameter 0.06 arc-second at 304A for a mirror with crH 5 A RMS. The analysis of Spiller et a!. predicts that for their Herschelian mirror, which operates at -63A, the measured spectral density of defects should produce observable effects in their images. Since such effects were not observed, they conclude that their measurements represent an upper limit to the actual roughness at mid-frequencies. Because the scattering of incident energy ( I ) from the central PSF varies as (14) 1scattere4' = 1 -
,2]
the predicted scattering is only -3% for a mirror such as theirs, operating at 3OOA. The measured roughness of our mirrors is approximately half of that reported by Spiller et al. Based on these analyses, we conclude that for the MSSTA telescopes, scattering due to surface imperfections should not significantly reduce the fraction of incident energy in the central diffraction peak, and should have a negligible effect on the point spread function. We have determined that the widening of the PSF due to surface scattering by surface imperfections is 0.1 arc-second for all MSSTA II telescopes operating at wavelengths> 50A. For telescopes operating at or below 50 A scattering begins to play a significant role as the scattered energy increases above 15% and reduces image quality by increasing the base radius of the encircled energy distribution. Thus, in the case of the small Herschelian 44.1A telescope we assumed the scattering resolution error to be -O.3 arc-second due to the reduction of the predicted encircled energy distribution of the PSF. In the earlier 1991 flight of the MSSTA I payload, image degradation due to scattering was clearly evident in the spectroheliogram taken at this wavelength (cf Allen et al. 32).
5.5.
In-ifight Resolution Performance Estimate
During flight of the MSSTA II payload the SPARCS acquisition and tracking system measured pointing jitter to be°j iIler O. 1 arc-second. Therefore, if we add the squares of: the pointing j itter error, the resolution focusing error (Eq. 1 1) and the scattering error due to surface roughness to the theoretical Rayleigh diffraction limit at the wavelength of operation, and then take the square root of this sum, we obtain an upper limit estimate of each telescope's resolution during flight. We defme this as the total in-band resolution performance estimate, Qteecop(r. A) , of each telescope operating at wavelength, A, at relative radial position r (in the image plane) from the optical axis; given by (1 5) Qteiescope(T, A) sJQayleigh(" A) + E (r, Avisible)°tter 0suocace Qm('' 2VS1b1).
We write Eq. (1 5) as an inequality because Qteiescope(r, A) can in fact be less than the square root argument as it is possible that the resolution focusing error at wavelength, A, could be less than that measured at visible wavelengths in our test-target observations; in other words, E0(r, A) Eo(r, Avjsjble). Also, from Eq. 1 1 , values of e9(r, Avjsjble) that result as imaginary in value because the Rayleigh value exceeds the measured visible value (cf Table 3 ) are set identically to zero as it is unphysical to have an imaginary angular resolution focusing error as in the case, e.g. ,of the Ritchey-Chrétien 150A telescope which was measured at 0.70 by 0.94 arc-second with a Rayleigh diffraction limit of 1.13 arc-second. This is the bounding condition on E9(r,A) stipulated by Eq. 1 1 . Hence, as the above calculation is an approximation there is no loss of generality by imposing this condition for the telescopes that operated near or at their visible diffraction-limit resolution. For the latter cases, the resulting in-band resolution performance estimate, Qteiescope(7, A) , then simply becomes (1 6) Qteiescope(' A) JQay1ejgh(T, A) + 0tter + asurface Using equations (15) and (16) we list in Table 4 the in-band resolution performance estimates for all MSSTA II telescopes during flight 36.091. From the values calculated we estimate that eleven ofthe nineteen telescopes achieved sub arc-second resolution at their operating wavelength in at least one of two orthogonal angular directions -namely, the RitcheyChrétien: 1216A, 193A, 150A, 284A, 304A and 1550A telescopes; the Cassegrain 211A; the Herschelian 211A and small Herschelians: 44.1A, 143A, and 54.7A (ri) telescopes. Based on these estimates, we conclude therefore that the MSSTA II telescopes partially met the mission objective -to perform at sub arc-second resolution. We note however, that the overall performance in some cases was limited to external system variables such as payload pointing jitter and film resolution that affect the quality of the spectroheliograms but not the intrinsic performance of the telescopes. In the years to follow, we expect that such affects will be minimized substantially as technology improves.
FINAL DISCUSSION & SUMMARY
The MSSTA II payload with its compliment of nineteen telescopes was assembled and optically tested at visible wavelengths prior to flight. Five of the two-minor systems were focused interferometrically at the NASA MSFC. Analysis of their interferograms at the position of best focus returned MTFs which indicate the ability to attain their diffraction-limited resolutions. The Ritchey-Chrétien 1550A telescope was focused using a conventional knife-edge test due to the low reflectivity of the coating at 6328A used in the interferometric measurements. All telescopes were then aligned and checked for focus at the White Sands Missile Test Range using a Diffraction Limited 16-inch Schmidt-Cassegrain collimator which projected either a pinhole for alignment or a Standard 1951 Air Force High Resolution Test-target for resolution testing. Given this less accurate technique for focusing, all of the Ritchey-Chrétien, Cassegrain and several of the Herschelian telescopes performed admirably well. In the case of the Ritchey-Chrétien telescopes all but one (the 284A instrument) were within a factor of -1-2 of their visible light diffraction limit. The two Cassegrains were also within a factor of -4-2; the 21 lÀ and 193A Herschelians (A and B) were within a factor -4-2; and five of the small Herschelians: the 44.1A, 54.7A (n), 143A, 150A (s), and 284A telescopes were within a factor of -4-2 of their theoretical values. The remaining small Herschelians' resolution varied widely due to the off-axis alignment of the mirrors coupled with large optic figure errors from mismatching the off-axis mirror segment to the originally designated position, and, from misalignment of the film plane to the optic axis. This was particularly true for the small Herschelians: 54.7A (1) 150A (r), and 180A; as well as the larger 193A Herschelian telescope which performed at -3-4 times its theoretical prediction.
In the fabrication and thin-film deposition of some small Herschelian minors we encountered some difficulties which prevented us from utilizing the appropriate off-axis mirror originally designated for a particular camera. These offaxis optics were segments cut from a larger, master mirror designed with a 1 .0 m focal length. In order to meet as many of the scientific mission objectives as possible we utilized the off-axis Herschelians that were available and multilayer-coated. The only exception was the 1 80A Herschelian, which on the other hand, being a spherical optic, performs worse off-axis than do the paraboloids. Geometric aberrations and optical misalignment of the mirrors in the dual-mirror telescopes also account for some of the focusing error seen in test-target reproductions. Particularly, it was observed for all telescopes that the resolution in one direction was different than that measured in the orthogonal direction as seen in the test-target images. This effect may have been caused by optical misalignments -most probably, mirror tilt in the dual mirror systems and off-axis misalignment in the single mirror systems -caused during the transport, vibrational load testing and manual handling of the telescopes during system integration with the payload at the White Sands Missile Test Range facility. The difference in calculated resolution versus observed lower resolution at visible wavelengths stems from not utilizing the Rayleigh Criterion as the definitive resolution performance metric and instead measuring the closest spaced peak-to-peak profiles across testtarget line patterns.
Based on an upper limit determination of the resolution focusing errors, as determined by visible light test-target focusing measurements (c.f Table 3 ), we have estimated that eleven of the nineteen MSSTA II telescopes performed at inband, sub arc-second resolution during flight; thus partially meeting the mission objective (cf Table 4 ). However, the MSSTA II flight-experiment resulted with only five cameras recording spectroheliograms from six telescopes. Five of the images recorded are useful for analysis but the sixth suffered a pre-filter pinhole contaminating the spectroheliogram with solar visible light. Failures resulting in the other thirteen systems negated the mission performance of those instruments as they did not record any images. The errors attributable to these systems were due to combinations ofthe following: The first five types of system failures are obvious and need no further elaboration. At EUV and soft X-ray wavelengths we used the slower 649 film instead of the faster XUV 100 film to obtain higher resolution images. However, this proved to be a mistake: 1) because many telescopes had large focusing errors and could not have obtained such high resolution and 2) the signal-to-noise ratio on the film plane was not large enough to record an image on such slow film. As it is complicated to predict the expected XUV-FUV solar flux during a five minute sounding-rocket experiment it is very difficult to choose with a high level of confidence the correct film to be utilized at each wavelength observed. With the 1991 MSSTA I payload, for example, we successfully recorded a spectroheliogram at 193A with a large Herschelian telescope using the higher resolution Kodak 649 film. In 1991, the Sun was near its maximum FUV-XUV intensity; while in 1994 it was diminishing. MSSTA Nevertheless, of the six telescopes that produced spectroheliograms on the MSSTA II payload, two -the small Herschelian 284A and the Cassegrain 173A (cf Figures 10 and 11 ) are very good; and one -the Ritchey-Ch.rétien 1550A -is spectacular (Figure 9 ). The short Ritchey-Chrétien 1216A telescope produced a reasonable image but with a significant FUV continuum background, demonstrating solar limb darkening ( Figure 12 ). We have not yet measured this telescope's responsivity at its operating wavelength, however we believe that the bandpass of this instrument is wider than we had designed for, possibly )L/LU 8-10, which might account for this spectroheliogram's observed FUV background continuum. On MSSTA 1, the 1216A Ritchey-Chrétien telescope that was flown produced a very different spectroheliogram that is spectacular in its detail 32 The 304A Ritchey-Chrétien telescope's EUV filter suffered a small pinhole causing visible light leakage onto the film and contaminating the spectroheliogram sufficiently to render the recorded image useless for analysis. Likewise, we discovered that the Cassegrain 173A spectroheliogram is also contaminated by scattered light (seen toward the top right-hand corner of the image, cf Figure 11 ), possibly off the telescope's baffle. The Herschelian l8OA telescope also produced an image, although very faintly (recorded on 649 film) and very much out of focus as confirmed by the test-target measurements performed at White Sands ( Figure 13) . As of the time of this writing, the images recorded on this flight are still being analyzed, however, it appears that the Ritchey-Chrétien 1550A and 1216A telescopes did yield sub arc-second resolution of structures in the chromosphere and transition regions.
The MSSTA was designed for rapid turn around and, with appropriate fixes to problems identified during pre-Ilight calibrations, vibration testing, launch and landing, could be ready for re-flight in a matter of l2-18 months. With more careful attention and testing devoted to optical alignment and focusing prior to flight, all MSSTA telescopes should achieve sub arc-second performance (limited in some cases by pointing jitter and film resolution). Both flights 36.049 and 36.091 proved to be very successful, and each flight furnished spectacular images showing high spatial resolution of morphology in the Solar atmosphere corresponding to varying details of the physical conditions that produce FUV, EUV and soft X-ray wavelength emissions of plasmas with temperatures ranging from i04 -2 x K. To date, these images are among the highest spatial resolution quality spectroheliograms ever obtained of the solar atmosphere at these wavelengths. This plasma is at a temperature. T -100,000 K. The image also shows sirong l'tIV continuum due to the rather broad band transmission of this telescope which operates at 2cI& -15. We are convinced that the bright network boundaries are however, due primarily to C IV cmission Recent Transition-Region arid Coronal Explorer (TRACE) images recorded at this wavelength also support this obsei'ation. and in the latter case were recorded with a narrower handpass instniment. This image wa.s recorded on Kodak 649 film. was recorded on Kodak 649 itni. We believe that the limb darkening seen in this image is due to a Wider handpass of the instrument liich leaks continuum background radiation and is optically thick, hence is absorbed more as one progresses toward the limb. It can he seen that there exists bright fine detail on the solar disk corresponding to the network lane structures that are also visible in the C IV image of Figure  It) . hut in this case is embedded in a bright 'sea' of Ft J V continuum radiation. Fe XI plasma at 1 3.5xl0 K, Ihis telescope was grossly out of focus as is evident by the lack of tine detail in this image. Although it is a 150 second exposure, only the bright active regions are observed along with a very faint trace of the solar limb. This image was recorded on the Kodak 649 film which is less sensitive than XUV-100 film at EtJV wavelengths. Artifacts such as scratches and dust (from handling) recorded during digitization of the spectroheliogram are clearly evident as the image was digitally enhanced to illustrate the detection of the faint solar limb.
